STAGING THE COMEBACK

Introduction
Africa’s growing economy means more people
with disposable income and more eating out.
In busy cities like Lagos, as incomes rise and
people live more hectic lifestyles, eating out is
fast becoming a norm.

Source: Euromonitor International via CNN

Category Overview
Food service sales in Africa reached
more than 39 billion dollars in 2014.

By 2019 the industry could add 10 billion
dollars more to it’s bottom line.

3 categories make up over 80% of the total food
service sales driving growth.

Source: Euromonitor International via CNN

Category Overview

In 2016, the hospitality industry suffered
extreme pressure as a result of a
reduction in foreign visitors and local
corporate expenditure. The price war
between many restaurants undermined
the perceived value of premium
restaurants. Reduced services, and illmaintained facilities contributed to a lot
of degradation in so far as the quality on
offer.
Source: Jumia Travel Report 2017

Clients are spoilt for
choice, easily bored and
more price savvy. If they
think a restaurant’s rates
are unreasonable for
what is offered, they
simply go elsewhere.
Restaurants have to
innovate and adapt to
ensure they retain
customers.

In 2017, the restaurants that kept with
their product, promise, and standards,
as well as having and continued to
promote the restaurant to the local
market, instead of only chasing
foreign clientele, fared better than
those taking the route of playing the
low-price game to attract guests.

MARKET FORCE FIELD ANALYSIS
Strong eating out lifestyle.
Appreciation for novelty in taste
Perception of full service restaurants as higher in status than
fast food restaurants.
Innovation (restaurant design & meal
preparation/presentation)
Growing demand for convenience among working population

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

INHIBITORS

DRIVERS

THREATS

OPPORTUNITIES

•
•
•

The spread of internet and advent of social media has
exposed Nigerians to tastes and preferences from across the
world, e.g oriental cuisine.
Only few restaurants have a sustainable, ownable
differentiation strategy that can provide competitive
advantage especially in terms of their food style.
Nigerians are getting more health conscious and Thai food is
perceived as an healthier alternative to Chinese.

Fragmented market due to the presence of so many
restaurant brands
High price of meals in premium restaurants.

•
•

Bigger hospitality businesses with much bigger marketing
budgets, better ambience and consumer equity.
New entrants into the niche ethnic food business.

Key Market Insights
Price is a key driver
of choice and brand
equity impacts the
price people are
willing to pay.

Positioning Pattaya as a
premium brand is crucial,
however we need to be able to
deliver a premium total
experience to justify our
positioning.

Word of mouth has a
strong influence on
consumer choices and
brand sales by
extension

Restaurant ambience
and vibe plays an
important role in
bringing in customers.
Therefore internal
branding is very key.

Thai food stands as a
unique differentiator
for us as few restaurant
brands have a similar
offering.

Competitive Review
Brand

Positioning

Strength (W.I.P)

R.S.V.P Lagos

•
•
•
•

American
International
European
Vegetarian Friendly

• High brand equity

Izanagi

•
•
•
•
•

Japanese
Sushi
Asian
Vegan Options
Gluten Free options

• Beautiful decor

Talindo Steak House

•
•
•
•

Seafood
European
Steakhouse
International

• Tasty meals

Nok by Alara

• African

The Sky Restaurant

•
•
•
•

Seafood
International
European
Vegetarian Friendly

• Unique view and ambience

Shiro Restaurant &
Bar

•
•
•
•
•
•

Japanese
Sushi
Asian
Contemporary
Thai
Vegan Options

• Relatively new

• Great ambience

Weaknesses (W.I.P)

Forecast (W.I.P)

THE
TASK

Relaunch Pattaya
Oriental
Restaurant

Make Pattaya a
premium brand
that can compete
on the same
pedestal with any
top restaurant.

Make Pattaya the
preferred restaurant
amongst our T.A.

We have to move

the brand from being a brand that
people are “indifferent” about to one that is
“loved”

Brand Growth Imperative(s)

Who Are We Talking To?

We have narrowed our potential source of business into 3 key segments

TREND
SETTERS
35%

BUSY BEES
45%

ELITES
20%

Who Are We Talking To?

SEGMENT 1 – Trend Setters
25-29 years old
C1 SEC
Youths with influence and affluence
Adventurous and trend savvy
Loves to go out and eat/drink
Places high value on knowing the hottest
places in town
• Always attending or organizing events
• Has probably never heard of Pattaya
•
•
•
•
•
•

POTENTIALS: Likely to come hangout at the
restaurant with friends on a weekend.

Who Are We Talking To?
SEGMENT 2 – Busy Bees

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

30 – 40 years old
C1 SEC
Works in VI and environs.
Loves good food and usually buys lunch
while at work
Spoilt for choice and price savvy
Gets bored of the same meal everyday
Places high value on convenience and ease
Socially active
Has probably heard of Pattaya

POTENTIALS: Likely to order lunch from the
restaurant during the weekdays.

Who Are We Talking To?
SEGMENT 3 - Elites

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

41 – 60+ years old
Nigerian elite or expatriate
B SEC
High income
Business savvy
Likes premium places
Places high value in courtesy and respect
Loves good food in a nice ambience
Has probably patronized Pattaya in the past

POTENTIALS: Likely to come have dinner at the
restaurant with business associates, friends or
family.

Core Target Audience:- Summary
•

A premium dining experience is a
primary driver of choice

•

Hunger for good but unique food is a
primary trigger for patronage

•

Familiar with the concept of fine
dining

•

Have never really heard of Pattaya

•

Thai food is seen as a welcome
innovation

Other Insights
•

Food Credibility: Consumers prefer food from foreign cultures to be sold in an ambience that
represents that culture and be cooked by chefs from that culture.

•

Availability: In a bid to avoid traffic jams, some consumers prefer to have their food delivered to
them at home or in the office.
Presentation: Even before tasting, the appearance/packaging of the food is very key to consumers.
If the picture of a meal looks very good on someone’s social media timeline, his/her friends will
want to try the restaurant.

•

•

Food Style: While there’s a growing trend for posh African restaurants, a lot of Nigerians still like the
novelty and uniqueness of oriental meals.

•

Taste: Some people already have preconceived notion of how certain oriental food should taste
and that is their frame of reference for assessing taste. While others just want great tasting food
that is positively different from what they are used to.

So, What Is The Problem?

Pattaya Oriental Restaurant is currently
not within the awareness and

consideration set of our target
consumers.

The Problem Statement
“While I might have heard about
Pattaya Oriental Restaurant, I really

haven’t found a compelling
motivation, to want to
patronize them.”

How Is Pattaya Resolving
This?
The Pattaya Strategy
Drawing from customer insights, we will
relaunch our brand and business to
leverage on the key customer
motivations to dine in an ethnic
restaurant like Pattaya

“the total oriental experience”...

Brand Positioning Statement

Taste the Oriental Experience

“
RATIONALE

Customers who walk into Pattaya oriental restaurant will enjoy not
just great Thai food, they will be treated to a total oriental
experience.

So how do you “Taste the Oriental Experience”?

Tasty Thai
Food

The Oriental experience is not a single lever
or discreet project that can simply be invested
into, activated or installed.
Rather it is a complex web of facets and
perceptions, all of which combine to create
the oriental experience

Total
Quality
Experience

Exotic Thai
Ambience

Taste the
Oriental
Experience
Efficient
Delivery

Premium
Service

Luxury
Dining

The Communication Strategy

Our strategic intent is to significantly

differentiate the Pattaya brand from other
competitors by leveraging on our brand

truth to
Drive awareness and induce trial.

The Brand Truth(s)

TASTY THAI
FOOD

ORIENTAL
AMBIENCE

PREMIUM
DINING
EXPERIENCE

How will we leverage these brand truths to help
Pattaya connect with its consumers?

Through a 3 phased LAUNCH CAMPAIGN

01
02

Branding

HIGHLIGHT PRODUCT

SUPREMACY

Engage

MAKE PATTAYA ORIENTAL
RESTAURANT COOL

03

Experience

CREATE MEMORABLE

EXPERIENCES AROUND
THE BRAND
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Branding

HIGHLIGHT PRODUCT

SUPREMACY
Restaurant Branding

Oriental Restaurant Branding
In the fine dining sector of the food business,
customers come not just for the food, but for the entire
experience, hence our brand proposition

- a total oriental experience –
But to deliver on this promise, we have to not just cook
oriental, but also look oriental and be oriental in every
other way possible.
Before commencing a communication campaign to
bring people to the restaurant, we have to remodel the
restaurant so it not only meets, but exceeds their
expectations when they come.

Where we are coming from.

To bring back old customers and
attract new ones, we have to
rebrand Pattaya to surpass our
previous standards.

estaurant Branding: Restaurant Entrance.
Where we are

Where we should be

Current
restaurant
entrance

Grand but inviting
oriental wooden doors
with Asian décor at the
entrance.

Current
restaurant
signage

Bold Pattaya logo
signage that glows
attractively in the dark

Restaurant Branding: Table Setting
Where we are

Neutral themed table setting

Where we should be

Oriental themed table setting with wooden tables
and Asian decor.

Restaurant Branding: Menu
Where we are

Generic Menu Design

Where we should be

Creatively designed menus which anyone who sees it
anywhere will want to pick up. Especially our take
away menu which serve as our ambassadors / mini-

Restaurant Branding: Bar area
Where we are

Sliding
door at the
bar

Room divider

Where we should be

Oriental shōji door made
of translucent paper and
wood

Oriental Byōbu room divider
with customizable Asian art
painted on it.

Restaurant Branding: Dining Interior.

Where we are

Neutral themed interior

Where we should be

Oriental themed interior (Contemporary or Traditional)

Restaurant Branding: Waiters

Where we are

Waiter dressed in western clothes

Where we should be

Waiters dressed in oriental clothes

CULTURE BRANDING
THAI CULTURE

PATTAYA
LOCALIZATION

Thailand is known as the "Land of Smiles" (LoS). You'll see
the famous Thai smile in every type of situation, even in
not-so-pleasant circumstances or as an apology.

All Pataya customer-facing
personnel must always be full
of smiles and have a cheerful,
friendly attitude.

Hospitality is the essence of Thai people's nature and
while greeting guests into their houses or offices, first off,
they cater guests with a glass of water.

Waiters serve all restaurant
visitors a glass of water before
they order

All greetings, such as Hi, Hello, How Are You, Welcome,
Good Morning and so forth, as well as Good Bye and See
You Later, are called sawasdee – sounds like "sah-wahdee" – in Thai. To distinguish between men and women,
Thai language uses the gender markers. So, women
sound out as "sah-wah-dee-khaa" and men as "sah-wahdee-kap!"

Waiters greet customers on
their arrival in Thai language
and also bid them farewell in
Thai.

Thais welcome each other by a salutation known as a wai.
They place the palms and fingers of both their hands
together as in a prayer position in the centre of their
body, accompanied with a slight bow.

Waiters welcome customers
with the Thai wai.

Normally, in Thai restaurants, one will be given a spoon
and fork for the main meal, and a short spoon with small
bowl used for soups. Chopsticks are typically served when
ordering noodle dishes.

Chef and waiters to adapt a
similar serving style based on
our menu.

02

Engage

MAKE PATTAYA ORIENTAL
RESTAURANT COOL

Communication Plan.

Creating Awareness and Sparking
Trial.
We will communicate the relaunch of
the new improved, much cooler Pattaya
restaurant, using these cost-effective but
results-guaranteed channels:
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Website.
Social media.
Blogs.
Mobile apps.
Email marketing.
Print.
Radio.
PR.

11

WEBSITE:
A website opens up opportunities for a much larger
market of consumers. It makes it very easy for potential
and even existing customers to find Pattaya.
We need a premium website that would present our
restaurant and its meals in the most flattering way
possible using large and well optimized images that
would create appetite appeal.
The site should support both mobile and desktop views,
all browsers, and enable online ordering of meals
directly from the site.

WEBSITE (SEO OPTIMIZATION):
For our website to easily come up when people search
for Pattaya restaurant or related topics on search engines,
it must be properly optimized.
That means it must be setup to meet the criteria which
search engines use in ranking pages as interesting
enough to offer them as search results.
Some of the criteria that are used to optimize a site
include: editing site content frequently, inclusion of most
searched keywords in the content, inclusion of images
and videos, promotion of web site to increase the
number of back-links or inbound links and much more.

SOCIAL MEDIA – INSTAGRAM / FACEBOOK:
We are in the era of food porn and social media
platforms are bustling with several pictures of delicacies
that make the thriftiest of people spend some extra
cash.
To get the orders rolling in, we have to take advantage
of social media platforms to promote the restaurant
online.
For food promotion, Instagram is King, Facebook is
Queen, then there’s Twitter, Pinterest, and all the others.
Our social pages will daily post top-notch pictures and
video clips showcasing our food, the restaurant
ambience, oriental culture and other interesting
content.
We will also periodically have live videos of fun events
happening at the restaurant.

SOCIAL MEDIA - YOUTUBE:
To further create awareness and induce trial of the restaurant
in a cost-effective way, we will create our own YouTube
channel.
It will share some interesting short videos from our
restaurant like a pleasant atmosphere on a Saturday night, or
interesting videos from the kitchen.
We could have a special feature segment with our Asian chefs
in action, preparing dishes from the best-selling menu.
Our YouTube vidoes will be fun, entertaining and educative,
encouraging people to share with others.
These videos posted on YouTube will appear on Google and
will help in ranking our website.

BLOGS / INFLUENCER MARKETING
We will get popular Nigerian food bloggers and
online influencers with thousands of followers to
post reviews about the restaurant on their blogs
and social pages.
They would commend the restaurant and it’s food,
post pictures and videos, encouraging their
followers to go check it out.

MOBILE APPS / SITES:
75% of smartphone users are finding information about
restaurants from trusted third party apps/sites.
These include 3rd party food delivery apps like Jumia foods,
Area Chops, etc; and Restaurant review sites like
Tripadvisor, Ofadaa, etc.
Pattaya needs to appear on the restaurant database of the
top food apps, then later have its own app.

EMAIL MARKETING:
E -mail is a reliable method to build customer loyalty.
Using email marketing, we can interact one-on-one
with our customers, sending tailored messages to our
new, regular or irregular customers.
We can also showcase new additions to our menu and
other exciting offers.
There are two ways to grow Pattaya’s email list; by
getting customers to fill forms in-person and by
getting them to fill forms online
Email marketing is an efficient way to “bait” our
customers and keep them coming back.

PRINT:
We will create effective printed promotional materials,
business cards, flyers, etc. that will attract the attention of
our potential customers with its interesting design.
Our flyers will be beautifully designed to highlight the
uniqueness of our food or service over the competition
such as: taste, cost, size, speed of delivery, quality, etc.
Car stickers, T-shirts and other merchandizing items with
witty lines and catchy graphics will be created and given
to customers to further promote the brand.

RADIO:
We will create awareness for the restaurant on radio by
getting popular on-air-personalities (OAPs) to talk about
the restaurant during their drive time shows.
They would talk about the nice time they had at the
restaurant personally, encouraging their listeners to go
check it out.
OAPs of top call-in programs could also offer their callers
a chance to win a free dinner for two at Pattaya during
their shows. This will give the brand name talkability all
through the show, while generating awareness and
curiosity about the restaurant.

PR:
On select newspapers and magazines, e.g Thisday Style,
Genevieve, etc, we will publish press release announcing
the relaunch of Pattaya restaurant.
To maintain top of mind awareness, we will also
periodically write articles about the restaurant, food,
health and wellness, etc.
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Experience

CREATE MEMORABLE

EXPERIENCES AROUND THE
BRAND
Experiential Marketing.

Strengthening The Connection
To convert one-off visitors into loyal
customers….
We will make them connect with the
restaurant on a deeper level by
offering them special experiences
and plugging into their lifestyle.

Experiential Activities
•

Wine Tastings

Wine and good food attracts customers. We would partner with wine brands to come organize
a wine tasting in Pattaya

•

Showcasing Pattaya at Food Fairs

Participate in food festivals like GTB Food & Drink fair

•

Loyalty marketing

We will encourage repeat purchase with the use of Loyalty or VIP cards

•

Happy Hour

During slow business hours, we would attract customers by offering a free drink, free desert, a
discount, etc.

•

Exclusive events

Unique events targeted at attract our T.A, e.g an oriental themed party.

•

Meet the Chef

Our Asian chefs interact with customers in the restaurant and online, teaching them cooking
tricks with the help of an interpreter.

•

Special offers on special days.

On public holidays or commemorative days, we will have an attractive offer or event to bring in
more customers

•

Hotel presence

Strategic placement of our takeout menu in the rooms of hotels in VI and Lekki environs.

•

Gift certificates

For people to buy and share with their loved ones as gifts.

FOOD DELIVERY PACKAGING DESIGN:
Modern and qualitative packaging are an important sales
tool in addition to the food that we sell.
High-quality, original and innovative packaging highlights
the quality of the Pattaya business and will take us above
the crowd of similar boxes for food delivery.
This will generate eyeballs, talkability and help spark the
desire to try the restaurant from anyone who sees it with
someone else.

Consumer Engagement
Touchpoints
Social
Content
Food/Packaging

Reviews
News

Mobile
PR

earned

Brand Site

Blogs

UGC

Sponsorship

TV

Social

Radio

Restaurant

Social

Print

Events

OOH

Content

Mobile

Display Search

Cinema

Overtime, we will connect with our consumers across these different touchpoints.

THANK YOU

ขอขอบคุณ

